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The amendment of Corporation Law in Oct.2005 has greatly changed the legal 
system of trans-investment in China, which reduces restrictions on trans-investment. 
But there is still an exceptional provision of Article 15saying, one corporation can not 
become the investor who undertake joint liability of its investee. The purpose of this 
restriction is to guarantee the investment safety of a corporation and protect the behalf 
of the corporation’s creditors and shareholders. But to some extent, this regulation 
contradicts with the fundamental principle of the efficiency preference in business law, 
benefit maximum of shareholders and private law autonomy, etc. The author makes a 
conclusion through related foreign principle analysis and substantial study on current 
legal system in China, that is, it is not necessary to stipulate the restriction on 
trans-investment in the way of compulsive legislation. It is better to restrict 
trans-investment with memorandum. The negative effect of cancelling all the 
restrictions on trans-investment can be cut down by perfecting other designs. Some 
proposes are also put forward on perfecting Chinese trans-investment system after the 
restrictions have been cancelled. 
The paper is divided into three chapters: 
Chapter One  A Brief Summary of Trans-investment of Corporation. Some 
basic legal issues related to trans-investment are introduced at first. The background 
of this amendment and the evolution of regulations on trans-investment in Chinese 
Corporation Law are introduced secondly. 
Chapter Two  Regulations on Trans-investment Problem in Major Countries and 
Districts. In this chapter, legislation evolutions and present situations on 
trans-investment in England, America, Germany, Japan and Taiwan Province of China 
are introduced. A conclusion is educed that the stipulations on trans-investment have 
the same tendency, that is ,from hard regulations to soft ones. 
Chapter Three  Perfection of Chinese Trans-investment System. The author 
firstly gives legislative suggestions on how to perfect the system of trans-investment 
in China——cancelling the restrictions prescribed in Corproration Law Article 















better choice to restrict trans-investment on four aspects: 
Section1 Legal principle basis;Section2 Substantial evidence of present 
Corporation Law legal system;Section3 Guarantee of the trans-investment system in 
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谓之转投资。”②但上述解释是针对台湾 1966 年修正公司法作出的，后因 1969
年对公司法再行修正删除“转投资”字样而失效。关于公司购买股票是否属于转投
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